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Abstract: This paper proposes a generic“to-be” business processes model for domain highest-level outbound
logistics system representing the possible alternative structure and behaviour of the system in respect to x-
party logistics services applicable in Small-to-medium sized enterprises. The generic framework of outbound
logistics model consists of one main modular system named as the Shipping System including five internal sub-
systems of the shipping core, shipping requirement, First Party Logistics (1PL), Third Party Logistics (3PL) and
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems. The shipping system business process model supports
all outbound logistics activities interacting with the customer, 3PL provider and other back office systems such
as order system and inventory system. The modelling procedure is elaborately discussed to provide a business
analytical view from various activities within the outbound logistics system. Moreover, the model provides
essential  knowledge  input  for  system  development and improvement through capturing all significant
highest-level business process and sub-processes and revealing potential automation capabilities on data
capturingas well as the process monitoring. 
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INTRODUCTION absolutely required to maintain an efficient Logistics

Business Process Modeling (BPM) is the main infrastructure [7]. Several studies demonstrate the
element in Business Process Management at important role of automation of the logistics business
implementation phase [1, 2] as well as the activity of processandinformation technology (IT) to support the
representing the processes of an enterprise. Logistics is logistics systems among enterprises [8-11]. However,
a process-oriented business constitutingnumerous logisticiansare still not able efficiently to access to the
processes linked together to perform different logistics information theytruly need formaking effective decisions,
operations [3]. In recent years, researchers havetended to or much ofthe information that are available to them are of
explore processes from a managerial perspective to exceedingly poor quality [12].
concentrateon the classification of business processes [4] As the consequence, the business process models
as well as thedata, information and knowledge are considered as essential input for developing such
management within the processes [5]. To enable the best information systems and associated data resources [13].
system adaptation in logistics, the characteristics of the In fact, if the business process and sub-processes are well
logistics processes, sub-processes and generated data described, designing  the  data resources would be an
shouldbe identified and analyzed and improved. easy task [14]. In contrary, if the business processes are

According to Heinrich [6],neglecting the business not in line with the information system, the system
process analysis and improvement investments decrease implementation  is  unlikely  to   create    any    benefits
the company’s general performance in cases such as in [for example: [15,16]. This clearly indicates that on design
undesirable higher inventory levels. To provide a and improvement for a system, the analytic business
consistent, low lead-time and damage-free deliveries, it is processes  modeling should be carried out as the primary

Information System (LIS)alongside efficient logistics
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requirement. Therefore, it is absolutely seen necessary the Role-oriented approaches suggest that a role to be
research and analysis of the logistics business processes involved in a set of activities and carry out particular
to achieve a beneficial and appropriate information system responsibilities [23]. A group of primitive activities
as the final means to facilitate the outbound logistics can be assigned to a particular role (i.e. actor or
operations like shipping, transportation and warehousing agent).
activities [17-19]. Speech-act oriented approaches, based on speech

This paper represents a high-level domain business act theory under language/action perspective, view
process modelofa complex cooperativeand systematic the communication process as four- phased loop:
group of activities of the outbound logistics system proposal, agreement, performance and satisfaction
including Shipping, Requirements, 1PL, 3PL and CRM [24].
sub-systems. The generic model is proposed as a “to-be”
model due to its high-level referential properties and A  collection  of BPM methods is summarized in
modular design for outbound logistics in SMEs. Through Table 1 including descriptions of the model elements and
industrial case study andobservations in SME components and representation styles.
environment, the system is modeledwhich provides
essential view and benefits as a template for business Adopted Modeling Method: Business process modeling is
modelers and analysts and practitioners of logistics used to represent the functional structure and activities of
activities in the supply chain level. Moreover, the reference logistics system applicable in SME environment.
significant explanatory description with easy-to- As introduced by the Object Management Group (OMG)
understand strategy and technique to accomplish the standard Process modeling, BPMN is defined as suitable
process modeling is a key feature of the paper to follow process modeling standard for business processes in
on  modeling  identical  cases  and  systems. Eventually, respect to high-level business analytical perspectives in
as a part of larger effort on conducting an extensive a system [32]. The architecture of outbound logistics
modeling   for   module-based   inbound   and   outbound system is organized into smaller parts as sub-systems and
e-logistics system at the supply chain level, this paper analytically developed. Analysis and identification of
represents the development of BPM using Business BPM requirements for logistics system is the first step in
Process Model and Notation (BPMN) standard for the modeling. This stage identifies and considers all
outbound logistics system through the Shipping System relevant responsible units for domain sub-systems based
module. on the case studies and literature review findings. Next to

develop modeling of relevant sub-systems which starts
Business Process Modeling Methods: According to with a starting point within the swim lanes representing
Davenport [20] and Hammer [21]. A business process the roles. Next, the activities are added to the roles. Next,
consists of five elements of: 1) customer (s); 2) is to map out the flow of the processes to reach to the end
composition of activities; 3) creating value for customers; using the “happy flow” technique which is basically
4) operating actors (i.e. humans/machines); and 5) following the “yes” conditions as the first step and
organizational units. Moreover, Kueng et al. [22] grouped gradually the model expands with adding the extensions
all process modeling approaches into four general to achieve the complete model. The activity names and
categories: properties are obtained through the manuals and software

Activity-oriented approaches tend to define a flow diagrams, information systems and actual
business process as a specific ordering of activities observations and interviews. Eventually, the analytical
(i.e. tasks). They generally offer good support in business-oriented view of the processes for high-level
refining process models. domain systems is constructed. 
Object-oriented approaches are associated with
object orientation, such as encapsulation, BPM Development
inheritance and specialization. The principles of Identification of BPM Requirements: The BPM
object orientation are applicable to business process requirements to model the outbound logistics system are
modelling. achieved  through  the literature findings and SME case

documents including the operation process charts, data
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Table 1: Business Process Modeling Methods

Models Elements Representation

IDEF0 Each activity is specified by four elements: input, 
control, output and mechanism (ICOM)[25-27]. A process is composed of ICOMs

RAD Processes are divided to the roles. The process Each role is represented as a separate shaded area. 
goals are represented by states, activities, States are represented as vertical lines. Activities are
interactions, business roles[28,29]. shown as a black box within a role. Interactions are

the horizontal line joining roles. Business rules show 
up as the pattern of sequencing, decision making 
and concurrent activity that bind the above 
components together.

REAL Four elements: Resource; REAL is independent of diagramming standards.
Event; Agent; and Location[30,31]. However, it is usually modeled using a box for 

business elements and lines for relations between them. 

EPC Events; Functions; Control flow; 

Organization units; Resource objects including 

information or material; Information flow; 
Logical connector or operators; Process path;
three Logical relationship: Branch/Merge, 
Fork/Join, OR.

UML Two essential views of a system model:
Static, Dynamic. There are three types
of diagrams used as modeling with
UML standards: Structural, Behavior 
and Interaction. Each diagram includes 
a set of notations to create visual models.

Of behavioral diagrams which 
describing on functionality used in BPM: 
Use case diagram focus on functions 
and actors. Activity diagram consisting 
of coordinated sequencing of actions 
to model control flow. 
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Table 1: Continue

Model Elements Representation

BPMN Four components: Flow objects 
containing Events, Activities and 
Gateways; Connectivity objects; 
Swim lanes; and Artifacts. 
There are basically three sets of events, 
two sets of activities and five types of 
gateways to represent the flow objects;
There are three types of connectivity objects;
There are Vertical and Horizontal 
Lanes and Pools for Swimlanes;
There are mainly three types of artifacts.

Table 2: Identified role/actors in shipping system 
Role/Actor Property Business Process Descriptions
Customer Black box -Place the work order and receives the delivery item
3PL -Provide 3PL

-Receives shipping orders, RFP/RFI requests
-Issues shipping schedules, proof of shipment 

Manufacturer Abstract -Produce /fabricate or fulfill the work order
Shopfloor Child -Issues work order fulfillment
Sales Dept. Child -Receives work order fulfillment notifications, 3PL schedules, proof of shipment from x-parties

-Places shipping file, prepare requirements, determine methods, schedules, logistics service order
to x-parties, transportation file, loading file, allocations and finalizations.
-Issues pick and pack order, loading order, transporting order, customer notifications,

Warehouse Child -Retrieve the parts/items/final products, Pick and pack, labeling, placing delivery file
-Provide 1PL
-Receives loading order, transporting order, pick and pack orders
-Issues delivery ready notifications, proof of shipment

study and observations data in the car component can be originally as individual or as developed integrated
industry.The Work orders are taking place either through systems. Nonetheless, there would be of no particular
regular customers or random. Production logistics are all consequence on the identification of outbound system
carried  out  within  the  company  which  is  out-scoped BPM requirements. These main recognized systems
of  this  paper  and  are presented within other articles. include inbound logistics (i.e. ordering, procuring,
The shipping methods are performed either with company purchasing, etc.) and outbound logistics as (i.e. shipping,
or through x-party logistics depending on the conditions warehousing, tracking, tracing, etc.)and production
of the order terms of the company. Purchased are made logistics including the whole production system, quality
generally through regular suppliers unless in a very system and inventory controlling system. 
specific situation made from bidders base on quality Each of these systems engages a group of
standards, instructions and company regulations. The units/pools or roles/actors and triggers sets of activities
modeling is carried out for domain high-level business and processes to execute toward reaching the goal and
process and sub-processes for outbound logistics and output events of the system using and generating
the lower levels are not elaborated to preserve its numbers of objects and artifacts. The outbound logistics
referential applicability. a system is explained next which is named as the Shipping

There are essentially six individual domain systems System.
identified which make up the whole integrated logistics Table 2 illustrates the identified roles/actorsfor
system work properly comprising of inbound, production Shipping System and brief business process descriptions.
logistics and outbound logistics system. These systems The identified   roles   will   be   demonstrated    as    the
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“pools”comprising of the Customer, Supplier, Bidder, 3PL the Order System.The “Embedded Ad-hoc” sub-process
and Manufacturer with “lanes” of Shopfloor, Sales Dept. of Process shipping requirement followed by Updating
and Warehouse. Next, the discussion on the Shipping shipping system task associated with data store data
system modeling development is presented. object artifact of Database with one annotation

Shipping System BPM: The main purpose of the the next business processes which are connecting
outbound logistics system is to deliver the orderfrom end through sequence flow. 
of the production line to the customer. This is done The  RFP/RFI and  the   Relay   with     customer
through numbers of process and sub-processes in a sub-process associating with  output  data  object
system we call the Shipping System. Next, the structure artifacts   of   Assessment   and   the    Confirmed
and procedure of the system behavior and its functions is scheduled  date  respectively are the next processes
modeled and discussed. Of significance of the explanatory which are illustrated in Fig 2(b) and Fig 2(c) in expanded
discussion   in  this  section  is  over  formation  of  the mode.
sub-processes out of a group of activities which makes Back to Fig 1, the flow continues with Determining
the model more current and descriptive. shipping method task with Pick and Pack Sub-process.

It  is perceivable that almost most of the processes One  significant  reason  to  locate  Pick   and     Pack
are  carried  out  within  the  Manufacturer;  however, sub-process after Determining shipping method task is
there are at least two or more possible alternatives to on the consequence effect that shipping method
employ on shipping the order like using the third party determination is caused on the packing instructions
logistics service  providers.  As  such,  Customer,  3PL respecting third party logistics provider functions and
and  Manufacturer  as  well  as  Sales  Dept.  Shop floor instructions on pick and particularly on packing and
and  Warehouse  are  identified relevant roles as labeling. Fig 2(d) demonstrates the expanded Pick and
described in Table 2 are modeled as pools and lanes Pack sub-process.
respectively. The “Data-based exclusive” gateway named as

Two possible triggers are recognized for the shipping Shipping method is the next element in Fig 1 to determine
system initiation. The work order fulfillment notification which method is going to be chosen for delivering the
from the Shopfloor and issuing shipping order for order to the customer. First party logistic is the default
available items through inventory lookup process at flow and is connected to the Issue shipping order “Send”
theorder systemwhich both maytrigger the shipping task. Next, the message is sent to the Warehouse through
system to run. This is shown with the Start as one a message flow while a sequence flow is pointed away to
“Multiple” start event. a time intermediate event “Attached” to the Updating

A few initials conformations are required of which are shipping system task. The flow is paused there for some
some confirmations through lookups. These lookup tasks time until the Proof of delivery “Message” intermediate
are not necessarily supposed to be executed in a event is triggered pointing to the Updating shipping
sequential pattern and rather it is suitable to be done system task. 
simultaneously. To model this section it is rightfully At the Warehouse, the Shipping order received
permitted to take an “Embedded Ad-hoc” sub-process “Message Start” event triggers the shipment of the order
instead of lining up tasks at a sequential flow shown in through executing theDocking/Loading task followed
Fig 2(a). Three “Service” tasks of Order lookup, QC bythe Updating inventory systemand eventually
lookup and Inventory lookup are included within Process theShipping the order tasks. Upon accomplishing the
shipping requirement sub-process and associated with order delivery, the proof is send back to the Sales Dept.
three input data object artifacts. through a “Send” task of Prof of delivery through a

Fig 1 illustrates the happy flow for the Shipping message flow pointing to a “Message” intermediate event
System  that  delivers  the  customer  order in 1PL mode. at the Sales Dept. Therefore, the flow reaches to an “End”
As it is shown, several activities are mapped out with event at the Warehouse. 
messages and sequence flows. The Shipping system is At the Sales Dept. the Updating shipping system
triggered either with a Work order fulfilled “Message” task is executed with adding the proof of delivery to that
start event through a message flow from the Shopfloor or particular of the shipping order record which is shown
from the Ship available order “Message” start event with an annotation artifact at the Sales Dept. and the flow
within the Sales Dept. with a sequence flow initiated by will reach to an “End” event there as well. 

describing the Registration of new shipping record are
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Fig. 1: Shipping SystemBPM in the first happy flow through1PL

Fig. 2: Expanded sub-processes at Fig1: (a) process shipping requirement; (b) RFP/RFI; (c) Relay with customer; (d) Pick
and Pack

Next, the alternative path of 3PL for the Shipping Shipping order received. It is followed by the Reply
method  “Data-based  exclusive”  gateway is modeled. confirmation “Send” task back to the Sales Dept. through
The new path is pointed to the Place shipping order another message flow whilst the flow in there is waiting
“User” task with a send message flow to the 3PL for a while to get flowed again by Receive confirmation
Swimlane triggering the “Message” start event of “Receive” task. 
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Fig. 3: Final overview of the Shipping Systembusiness process model in collapse mode

Fig. 4: Expanded sub-processes at Fig 9: (a) Loading process; (b) Delivery confirmation and satisfaction
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Table 3: Elements description and matrix relationship diagram in Shipping SystemBPM

Swimlanes and Artifacts

Swimlane Element Relationships
and Type Data Object (SF: sequence flow, Mf: message flow, A: artifact)
--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------

No Name Pool lane Black box Parent Child Parent # Data Input Output Datastore Sf Mf A Name From To

1 Customer
2 Manufacturer
3 Sales Dept. 2
4 3PL
5 Warehouse 2
6 Shopfloor 2 1 3
7 Inventory data 3 5
8 QC data 3 5
9 Order data 3 5
10 Assessment 3 6
11 Confirmed scheduled date 3 7
12 Database 24,34

Events

Element Type Type Attached Relationships
------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------------------------------------------

Name Start Intermediate End Trigger T C yes No Quantity Parent Sf Mf A Name From To

13 Start Multiple 1 3 6 35
14 Wait delivery proof Time 1 3 26
15 Proof of delivery received Message 2 3 32 24
16 Wait confirmation Time 1 3 27
17 Wait loading schedule Time 1 3 28
18 Loading schedule received Message 1 3 30
19 Not on schedule Time 1 3 43 44
20 Shipping order received Message 2 4,5 27,26 29,33
21 Loading carried out Message 1 4 39
22 Wait loading Time 1 4 30
23 End - 3 3,4,5 32,24

Tasks

Element Type Loop Type ordering Relationships
-------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- Parent --------------------------------------------

Name Sv Sd Rc U M BR Sp Rf M-I St P S Quantity Sub-process # Sf Mf A Name From To

24 Updating shipping system 4 3 35,43,15, 12,23,44
25 Determine shipping method 1 3 37 38
26 Issue shipping order 1 3 1PL 42 14
27 Place shipping order 1 3 3PL 42 20
28 Receive confirmation 1 3 29 17
29 Reply confirmation 1 4 20 41,28
30 Issue loading schedule 1 4 41 22,18
31 Shipping the order 2 4,5 34 32
32 Proof of delivery 2 4,5 31 15
33 Docking/loading 1 5 20 34
34 Updating inventory system 1 5 33 31

Sub-processes

Element Type Ordering Loop type ordering Relationships
------------------------------ ------------ -------------- ----------- ---------------------------------------------

Name Em Id E Rf Ad-hoc P S M-I St P S Parent # Sf Mf A Name From To

35 Process shipping requirement 3 7,8,9,13 24
36 RFP/RFI 3 24 10,37
37 Relay with customer 3 36 11,25
38 Pick and Pack 3 25 42
39 Loading process 3 43
40 Delivery confirmation 
and satisfaction 3 44 24
41 Arrange shipment 4 29 30

Gateways

Element Type Process Direction Relationships
--------------------------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------------------

Name DBE EBE I C P Decision Merge Conv Div Mixed Parent # Sf Mf A Name From To

42 Shipping method 3 38 26,27
43 Delivery status 3 39 15,19
44 Merge A 3 19,24 40
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Shipping scheduling are completed at the 3PL CONCLUSION
through Arrange Shipment sub-process and the result as
loading schedule is sent back to the Sales Dept. via Issue This paper is focused on the analytic business
loading schedule “Send” task which is received by an process modeling fordomain high-level outbound
“Attached” intermediate “Message” event called Loading logistics system in SME environment. The importance of
schedule received. Thereby, after a while upon receiving business process modeling as a key role to capture all
the schedule, Loading process sub-process is triggered existing processes at early phase of a system
followed by an intermediate “Attached Message” event development was highlighted and a systematic
to 3PL to trigger order shipment though Shipping the conduction of the modeling procedure for an actual real-
order task. Fig 4(a) illustrates the “Expanded” Loading world industrial system of the outbound logistics was
process sub-process in details. carried out completely.In such effort, numerous modeling

An “Event-based Exclusive” gateway named as methods has been studied and elaborately described
Delivered is next with two possible intermediate including the element types and representation notations.
“Message” and “Time” events of Proof of The BPMN standard as the  main  graphical
deliveryreceived and Not on schedule respectively to get representation of the system is selected due to the
triggered showing of which flow to get run. Proof of prominent feature of providing a high-level analytical
delivery “Send” task sends message to Sales Dept. business  process  perspectivethat  is  required  for
connecting to the Proof of delivery received intermediate system analysts and developer. The outbound  logistics
“Message” event and the flow reach to an end event in process  and sub-processeswereidentified and
3PL pool. Upon receiving the proof of delivery the categorizedinto the Shipping System including the
shipping system is updated by adding data to registered shipping core, shipping requirement, 1PL, 3PL and CRM
record as displayed through Updating shipping system sub-systems as well as identification of all tasks and sub-
task with a supporting descriptive annotation. processes. The model takes into account important

It is required to make sure that the delivery items is features of the x-party delivery method alternations as
received to the customer by first or third-party through well as the module-based design capabilities for future
asking  from  Customer  itself  particularly  once  there is models applications such as object oriented modular data
no proof of delivery received from the 3PL modeling. The proposed model is considered asone
withintheexpected time as is shown by Not on schedule domain  referable  “to-be”outbound  logistics system
“Time” intermediate event. Moreover, this can also be BPM in the field with explanatory description on the
performed to know important information regarding the modeling procedure that deliberately in easy-to-
quality of service and the Customer satisfaction. understand way describes the system structure and
Therefore next, there is an “Inclusive” gateway which functionality which are required for system development
merges three flows altogether pointing to Delivery and improvements. 
confirmation and satisfaction sub-process to address
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